HY-TECH HOUSE WASH
Product Description
Product Description:
All-purpose cleaner and degreaser. Hy-Tech House Wash is a concentrated cleaner that can be used for a
wide range of cleaning and de-glossing applications.
Uses:
For drive ways and garage floors, use 1/2 cup per gallon of hot water
Wood decks and patios should be cleaned with Hy-Tech House Wash and bleached out if necessary
with Oxalic Acid (wood bleach) in order to remove dirt, mildew, fungus and grime. The scrubbing
opens up the pores allowing the finish sealers or stain to penetrate deep into the wood.
Excellent for washing your homes siding, walls, roofs, RV's, mobile homes and boats
Limitations:
All residual House Wash solution must be removed after cleaning or de-glossing by thoroughly rinsing
with clean water. If House Wash is left on the surface, it may act as a bond breaker, preventing adhesion of
paint or wall covering adhesives. Do not apply Hy-Tech House Wash to polished aluminum surfaces;
discoloration will result. Test an inconspicuous area before proceeding.
Surface Preparation:
Cover furniture and floors with drop cloth to prevent spotting.
Mixing:
For light duty jobs, 1/4 cup House Wash dissolved in a gallon (3.78 L) of warm water provides a mild, allpurpose cleaning solution. For heavy duty jobs, 1/2 to 3/4 cup House Wash dissolved in a gallon of warm
water provides a stronger solution.
Application:
Apply Hy-Tech House Wash solution with desired applicator and scrub briskly. After area or object has
been thoroughly cleansed, rinse with clean water.
Caution:
Hy-Tech House Wash will darken some, such as redwood and oak, but the darkening can be bleached out
with Oxalic Acid (Wood Bleach).

Warning!!
Wear rubber gloves and eye protection should be worn when applying this product. Avoid eye contact or
prolonged contact with skin. Wash thoroughly after handling. If eye contact occurs, flush with water for 15
minutes. Consult physician immediately. Keep out of reach of children. Do not take internally. Keep from
freezing. Close container after each use.

